L5400  LIMBO  (USA, 1972)  
(Other titles: Chained to yesterday; Women in limbo)

**Credits:** director, Mark Robson; writers, Linda Gottlieb, Joan Silver.; novel, Joan Silver.

**Cast:** Kate Jackson, Kathleen Nolan, Katherine Justice, Russell Wiggins, Hazel Medina.

**Summary:** Melodrama set in the contemporary U.S. Story of three women, each of whom has a husband missing in Vietnam. One, Mary Kaye (Nolan), is released from this limbo when she learns her husband is dead. Another, Sharon (Justice), is driven to madness when she realizes she will never know if her husband is alive or dead. The third, Sandy (Jackson), develops a relationship with a college professor and must choose between him and her returning POW husband. Her choice to resume her life with her husband leaves her lover in limbo.
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